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ABSTRACT

In the past five years, the market in library-related software has increased tenfold. There are separate packages for cataloging, acquisitions, circulation, integrated library systems and software that aids in other library functions. This paper addresses the latter.

At present the main NOAA library, along with the regions and a few of the field libraries, is using bibliographic tools called Pro-Cite and Pro-Search. Using these, along with Biblio-Link (an aid to downloading citations), we are compiling bibliographies, eliminating the time-consuming efforts of data entry.

After two years of being closed for repairs, the NOAA Central Library reopened in the fall of 1988 fully operational. One of the first services reestablished was producing bibliographies. To enhance and streamline the processing of bibliographies, the decision was made to procure a bibliographic software package. Pro-Cite was chosen. This package enables a bibliography to be prepared without concern for format or punctuation rules—the software does it for you.

Personal Bibliographic Software produces Pro-Cite and its support programs: Pro-Search, a gateway to searching Dialog, BRS and other online databases, and Biblio-Links, a program that converts records downloaded from online database systems directly into Pro-Cite records.

In preparing our bibliographies, we use the three packages. All are menu driven, with online help screens included. Pro-Cite allows manual input. There are twenty predefined workforms for twenty types of documents—from books to audiovisual materials—and six use-defined workforms to customize your needs. The joy of the system is combining Pro-Cite and Biblio-Links. At present, we use Biblio-Links for Dialog and BRS (there are links for OCLC, RLIN, MEDLARS, STN and others). You simply download records as you normally do, then start the Biblio-Link program; following directions, the records will automatically be translated and transferred into the correct Pro-Cite workform. It should be noted that Biblio-Links requires records with tagged fields—in Dialog this means Format 4 or adding 'TAG' to the 'Type' or 'Print' statement. An untagged version is now available but not very reliable.

Once the Pro-Cite database has been created, you can edit, format, sort, index, and print. The editing includes basic word-processing functions like block to copy, move or delete text, and global find-and-replace (to find and replace each occurrence of a word or phrase automatically). You can also easily insert or delete records while in the editing mode. Another feature is finding and deleting duplicate records that might occur when downloading from different online database services (or even different databases on the same service). Pro-Cite uses the sort function to detect the duplicate records; you then have the option of selecting the record to be deleted.

After the bibliography is edited and sorted, it is ready to be printed. Pro-Cite allows you to decide on the layout and format of the bibliography from the options screen. Margins, spacing and other standard components are set from this screen. You can also choose the bibliographic style from predefined formats (Punctuation Files) such as ANSI, MLA, Turabian, Chicago, etc., or you can create a Punctuation File to your own specifications. Each citation will be automatically arranged and punctuated correctly.
From the Option screen, the output option for the bibliography is set. The software allows you to preview your formatted citations on screen. Setting it to disk saves the bibliography on a disk in standard ASCII format; setting it to printer sends the bibliography directly to the printer. At the NOAA Library, setting the bibliography to disk is used, and the final editing is finished with WordPerfect 5.0 software.

The NOAA Central Library has used the versatile capabilities of Pro-Cite to produce a serial holdings list and an inventory of the rare book collection. For the serial list and the rare book inventory, the customized features of the software were used. A special workform was used for each, thereby incorporating the special fields such as holdings (hidg), condition (cond), language (lang), and translation (tran) for the serials, and including the fields for accession number (acc#), condition (cond), call number (call) and Key words (key) for the rare books.

The next feature to be customized was the Style or Punctuation Files to produce the published list. We wanted to include some of the special fields we had used in the workform. This was easily accomplished. Once the Pro-Cite database is established, it can be searched a number of ways. A file can be searched on all fields or on specific fields using Boolean Operators (AND, OR, and NOT), greater-than and less-than operators, and parentheses to group terms. This searching capability is extremely useful, but not as fast as one might want. The Quick Search feature is much faster, but is limited to searching the author, title and date fields. One helpful feature is being able to search on the results of a previous search.

Pro-Cite and Biblio-Links are available for IBM and its compatibles, including the M300 Workstations and the Apple Macintosh. There are twelve Biblio-Links for the IBM and three for the Macintosh. The programs require a minimum of 256K RAM and two disk drives or a hard disk. I'd recommend the hard disk. The manual for the version 1.4 is well written and well indexed, making it extremely useful.

The Personal Bibliographic Software packages used by the NOAA Central Library have made producing bibliographies less of a drudgery. They have enabled the compilation of the serial holdings list and the rare book inventory with a minimum of labor. Pro-Cite is a powerful and versatile package. It can be a joy, it can be frustrating, and it can be a challenge — it's all in how much time, energy, or imagination you want or need to put into a product.
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